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True innovation depends on identifying the right problem to solve. To streamline the process of 
identifying opportunities for innovation, FastTraCS has developed a virtual, scalable approach to rapidly 
identifying impactful clinical problems—creating a foundation for unmet need definition, validation and 
new product development. This approach eliminates the need for upfront clinical shadowing/ 
observation and leverages experienced clinicians in a condensed, 1-hour activity. The goal of the 
MicroSprint is to identify salient problems in a given research or clinical domain. Our team uses this 
framework to identify problems worth solving through medical device development, though easily 
applied to any field or solution space. The Toolkit is now available on our website and includes an 
example MicroSprint session focused on critical care medicine providers from across North Carolina. 

Summary

MicroSprint Toolkit Available

Co-hosted by NC Biotech and FastTraCS, this virtual conference brought together 11 major hospital
systems across North Carolina to promote and support clinician innovators. The two-day event featured
practical skills development, community networking, and panelist insights about product development,
entrepreneurship, fundraising, and market adoption. To kick off the event, a virtual MicroSprint was
facilitated with critical care providers from each hospital system shown below.

● Warm-up activities are critical as they set the stage for divergent thinking, a cornerstone of many design 
thinking techniques

● Word association helps shift thinking patterns toward creativity, many other approaches are effective as 
well. Here we illustrate that participants generated more words on the second iteration.

● Word association demonstrates how divergent thinking contributes to more diverse sets of ideas  
● Warm-up fosters a more inclusive tone among participants and often acts as an icebreaker before 

ideation

Divergent Thinking | Warm-up

Critical Care Medicine Across North Carolina

Problem Discovery MicroSprint

Ideation | Problem Generation
● Brainstorming problems related to focus area. Examples include clinical specialty, disease state, 

procedures or delivery of care.
● Setting a timer is one way to control things, another approach may require certain number of ideas. 

Encourage participants to focus on problems, NOT solutions.
● Adaptable to quality improvement, research topic areas, healthcare delivery or strategic planning.
● Participants should be limited to 5-10 people; Fewer than 5 can stall discussion and momentum; Larger 

groups will lead to longer sessions from discussion, though may yield higher quality problems. 
● Virtual sessions require collaborative whiteboard solutions. We recommend Mural (www.mural.co). 

Stickies notes, whiteboards and pens for in-person sessions.

Convergent Thinking  | Voting

A way to reduce room 
entry that reduces 
exposure risk from 
infection without 

compromising patient 
care

A way to carry out 
clinical lab testing 
without need for 

blood collection that 
meets existing test 

standards

A way to perform 
antibiotic sensitivity 
testing that enables 
treatment decisions 
in less than 3 days

Top Ranked Problems

Deck Template

FastTraCS published the Toolkit which is now available at our website (see below). The target audience is 
healthcare practitioners, translational researchers and administrators who are interested in identifying 
opportunities for innovation at their institution.

The Toolkit includes a video library covering design thinking concepts, tips on facilitating and how to use 
MicroSprints within your team. Also included is a Facilitator’s Guide, PowerPoint template and links to 
specific resources for hosting virtual sessions. 

Video Vignettes

Guide

tracs.unc.edu/fasttracs/toolkitLearn more

http://www.mural.co/
https://tracs.unc.edu/fasttracs/toolkit

